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NOTICEBOARD
Ski Tour 2020 - Passo Tonale, Italy
Our Ski Tour for Passo Tonale next year is still taking applications! We are heading to Italy in the first week of the
Easter holidays to enjoy a week of sunny Spring skiing high up in the beautiful Dolomites of Brenta. Your Head
of Year will circulate the trip letter, which contains more information about the trip and everything that is
included, in their weekly message. There are still a few places available so please do get your permission slips in
to Mr Tasic before the half-term deadline to avoid missing out. Mr Tasic is happy to answer all and any questions
about the trip by email as well - just write to toni.tasic@portland-place.co.uk.
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NOTICEBOARD
Extra-MFL clubs have started this week! (except
for Japanese).
Attendance will give students points and skills for DoE awards.
Snacks provided! It’s not too late to join, everyone is invited. Please see lists of students signed for clubs already,
dates, times and locations.
Please note: due to unforeseen circumstances Japanese will start at a later date, we will let you know as soon as
possible about a starting date. Sorry about the inconvenience.
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Post 16 - Noticeboard!
Post 16: Ashbourne to Visit Year 11 on the 4th
October
During the summer months I was kindly given the opportunity to visit Ashbourne College. Ashbourne reminded
me a lot of the current Portland Place environment; small class sizes, enthusiastic teachers and three separate
sites within a small area. As mentioned last week, it was certainly one of the more popular destinations last
summer. Following our visit and many positive conversations we are very excited to invite Ashbourne’s
Admissions Leader, Chris Mutter, along with the Deputy Head of Sixth Form, Sean Pillai, to Portland Place for a
talk on Friday 4th October. They will both speak to our Year 11 students about life at the college and give a small
introduction to UCAS whilst answering any questions they may have. The talk will take place during the
students enrichment lesson. I very much hope to organise more visits from other popular destinations over the
course of the next few weeks.
Wishing you all a great weekend.
Michael Flack
Next open date for Ashbourne: Tuesday 22nd October (7-9pm)

Post 16 Meetings

Meetings with both students and parents have begun this week.
Should any parents wish to meet and discuss their son or daughters future plans please do not hesitate to get in
touch via email (mike.flack@portland-place.co.uk)
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Post 16 - Noticeboard!
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NEWS

This week we had our Hairspray auditions with students from all year groups, making casting very difficult!
Students displayed their talents in acting, singing and dancing. The Drama and Music departments will now
come together, with our choreographer Amy Perry, to cast the show. Students will find out if they have made it
into the 38-student cast on Friday 27th September.
We thank all the students for their efforts so far!
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NEWS
Tempest update
This week we had our first full cast rehearsal. It was really pleasing to see students at ease with Shakespeare’s
words and finding moments of comedy in their characters. We look forward to our Shakespeare Schools
Festival workshop, at Cecil Sharp House next week.
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SPORTS
Under 13s Boys Football
Radnor House – 2
Portland Place – 1
After a fantastic start to the season last week at the Ibstock tournaments the boys were really up for this game
and keen to secure a victory. Captain Lloyd Day led a fantastic warm up and you could sense the boys were
focused. The game got off to a frantic start and it was an end to end encounter, two teams very well matched.
Lawton Ballback in goal made a couple of fine saves in 1v1 situations and at the other end Jesse Francis-Baum
and Benny Miller both went close. PPS took the lead when Lloyd Day and Tom Hallam came together in the
middle of the pitch and put together a string of one touch passes that allowed space for Tom to strike into the
bottom corner. In the second half Radnor began to build some sustained pressure and got their reward
through a great free-kick from distance. PPS kept pressing and had a chance to regain the lead through Kunal
Patel, only to be denied by the post. The closing 5 minutes were played in a heavy rainstorm which changed
the tempo of the game completely, a long shot from distance skidded rapidly in front of the PPS goal and into
the back on the net. A narrow defeat but a sterling performance from the boys, well done!

U13 B Team Football
Radnor House – 0
Portland Place – 2
Portland’s Y8 B team opened the season with a good win against Radnor on Bushy Park. Marc Mora claimed both
goals, the second of which was a solo effort, which was the last kick of the game. Portland defended solidly and
were led at the back by Raiyan Izad and Ryder Nayak who both tackled and pressed with great commitment.
Huxley Nayak also had a strong game at left midfield and at left back, later on in the match. In the midfield he
was assisted by Gene Allen-Turner who passed the ball very well and Isaac Gordon, making his debut for the
school; he linked well with Harry Powers and Josh Feldman up front. Dlumo Ukona also had a fine game in goal,
saving a penalty in the first half and moving off his goal line with confidence to deal with through passes. The
boys were very pleased with their performance and it was good to see them tackling and closing down in all
areas of the pitch. They managed to find space off the ball and this allowed for some good passing. With some
more direct play in front of the goal and some better shooting they might have easily scored a few more. Well
done to all that played.
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SPORTS
Under 12s Football
Radnor House – 8
Portland Place – 0

I tough day at the office for the new Under 12s who came up against a very strong Radnor team in their
first 9v9 encounter. Despite the final score there were some really fantastic moments to celebrate
during this game. Charlie Wilson in goal for the second half was simply outstanding and made a string
of fine saves. Sultan Al Thani and Albert Thompson showed great strength and speed throughout in
defence as they has to deal with an incredibly quick centre forward. Performance of the day went to
Danny Maclean who showed some excellent skill, ball control and ability to compete in central
midfield. The boys showed great fight and commitment during this game. Well done!
Under 14s Football – Ibstock Place Tournament

It was the U14s first football of the season and it was great to see the boys back out on the pitch! The
played some excellent football throughout the tournament, there were a number of crisp passing
moves on display but the boys would be the first to admit their finishing was a little rusty. Nicholas
Bartha had an excellent tournament demonstrating some solid defending in every game. Lloyd Day
was a constant threat with his powerful running and Tom Hallam showed great composure when under
pressure. Man of the tournament goes to Elliot McLeod who created numerous chances and scored 3
excellent goals.
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SPORTS
Under 13/14s Girls Football
Portland Place: 0
Queens: 5

First game of the season for the mixed under 13/14 team. Portland Place’s defence was quickly put to
work with Sumayyah Mahmoud and Kyra Gupta allowing very little past them. Unfortunately, a hand
ball given and a penalty is awarded to Queens. Anastasia Dillon Demosthenous is in goal and saves
the penalty. Lana Tuite takes a corner and Violet Brodie has an attempt on goal but the Queens
defence is strong. Queens respond by driving forward towards Portland Places defence with Grace
Bradshaw blocking the ball. Corner given to Queens to which allows them to take the lead.
Lana Tuite has a few more attempts at goal but unfortunately, the final whistle was blown and Queens
had a 5 goal lead.
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Calendar & Contact
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